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          Date: 

To, 

President, 

NBNSCOE,Solapur 

Subject: Official Meaning of Final Logo of NBNSCOE Alumni Association 

Respected Sir, 

As per approval and discussions in Governing Body Meet held on 5th August,2017 in NBNSCOE, 

Solapur,the modifications have made in the winning logo and official meaning  of logo is drafted 

herewith.I am herewith submitting the finalized official logo and its official meaning of Logo for 

NBNSCOE Alumni Association for further needful and kind  information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Final Logo 

Meaning of Logo of NBNSCOE Alumni Association(NAA) 

As per Mr.Om Bharamshetti’s Explanation, The Word Alumni is highlighted as this logo is heartily 

dedicated to association of all Alumni of NBNSCOE,Solapur.The Sign Meshed with letter ‘A’ of word  

‘Alumni’ is holding the word ‘NBNSCOE’.This signifies that our esteemed alumni with foundation 
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education from NBNSCOE is growing in their career graph and trying to take our institute’s name  more 

higher and higher.They are indirectly boosting the reputation of Institutes with their increasing their 

career graph,as they are supposing that institute has provided  them all those platforms,facilities which 

made them to improve their personality and skills. 

The Hand in Hand Shaped lines indicates the strong bound between Alumni and their Alma-mater.This 

binding is strong enough not to broken easily and will continue till the point of eternity. 

We know the power of unity or togetherness. Single being can’t do the things which can be done by 

union, association. So,finally,the caption ‘Tie up to Fly up’ is addressing to alumni to tie up with their 

alma-mater, get together and fly up to achieve their ambitions. 

Therefore as per design of Logo and with considering the all 18 objectives of association at the time of its 

registration,all NBNSCOE Sinhgad Family members can be get connected through the open platform of  

NBNSCOE Alumni Association.Alumni can share their achievements,their personal life progress,their all 

kind of emotions, words of guidance to current students ,career opportunities offered for current students 

etc. with their all family members of Sinhgad. Thus, we may hope that all the objectives of Association 

would be get fulfilled ultimately. 

Also,As per Colour Theme followed in Sinhgad Family,Background  Maroon Colour of  logo is chosen as 

per Body members approval.  

Thanking you, 

Yours Faithfully, 

 

 

 

 

 

Prof. T. A. Deshpande,       Prof. K. S. Swami 

Central Alumni Coordinator,       Secretary, Alumni Association, 

 NBNSCOE,Solapur       NBNSCOE,Solapur 

 

CC:Alumni  Association Central File 
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